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Eighteenth and nineteenth century Americans very commonly assumed
that the guiding hand of God was largely responsible for the founding of
their new nation, that God had “called forth certain hardy souls from the
old and privilege-ridden nations,” and that he “had carried these precious
few to a new world and presented them and their descendants with an
environment ideally suited to the development of a free society.”1 Although
this Puritan view “had its classic expression during the Revolution and
constitutional period, . . .[it] has appeared repeatedly in the course of
American history.”2

The echoes of this providential view of America’s origins sounded
down thorough the nineteenth century and were even heard in the writings
of notable historians.3 But in the twentieth century, both professional his-
torians and Americans generally have been overtaken by secularization. As
our contemporaries look back on the events of those formative years, they
fail to discern the guiding hand of God. They satisfy themselves with the
sophisticated assurance that the providential views of our ancestors were
either rhetoric or mythology.4 In the twentieth century, we Mormons find
ourselves almost alone in our belief that God did play a fundamental role
in the founding of our nation, and that the American Constitution was
inspired by him.5

In the Church today, we speak frequently and loosely of our view that
the Constitution was inspired. We can cite numerous clear statements by
our prophets which elaborate this idea. In 1833 Joseph Smith recorded the
scriptural statement that the Lord “established the Constitution of this
land, by the hands of wise men whom [He] raised up unto this very pur-
pose . . .” (D&C 101:80).6 In an official declaration of Church belief, the
First Presidency recently affirmed that

we believe that the Constitution of the United States was divinely inspired,
that it was produced by “wise men” whom God raised up for this “very pur-
pose, “ and that the principles embodied in the Constitution are so funda-
mental and important that, if possible, they should be extended “for the
rights and protection” of all mankind.7

The commitment of these Church leaders to the view that God was
integrally involved in the formulation of the Constitution is unequivocal.
Yet this may seem problematic for those Latter-day Saints who hale grown
up with the “demythologizing” accounts of on explaining the Constitution
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primarily as a political compromise between competing economic inter-
ests.8 Because of the pervasive influence of these secular views in modern
histories and textbooks, most Americans may not realize that over last
decades the major arguments of the old progressivist school have been sig-
nificantly qualified by careful researchers.9

The historical facts are in every way compatible with the teaching that
Constitution was inspired by God. The question of inspiration should not
focus exclusively on a few men in Independence Hall in the hot summer of
1787, but also on the gathering together of a people with beliefs conducive
to forming a new, free republic. Inspiration can also operate in a diffused
manner in the struggle of faithful men to find long-range solutions to
real problems, as is illustrated by many developments in Church practice.
A confirmation of this kind of inspiration in the Constitution can be found
in the recognition that the central principles of rule of law, which the
drafters built into the Constitution, are essentially identical to those “just
and holy principles” which, according to the scripture, justify the Consti-
tution in the eyes of the Lord.

Wise Men Raised Up for This Very Purpose

The revelation recorded by Joseph Smith calls attention directly to those
“wise men” that God “raised up” to establish the Constitution. Many com-
mentators have been impressed by the high character and remarkable politi-
cal wisdom of the leading American statesmen of the constitutional period.
The prominent historian, Henry Steele Commager, wrote:

Yet who can doubt that in the last quarter of the eighteenth century it
was the New World—not democracy by our standards but certainly democ-
racy by European—that provided the most impressive spectacle of leader-
ship, rather than the nations of the Old World? Who can doubt, for example,
that in the crisis of 1774–1783, the American colonies and states enjoyed far
more competent leadership that the British Empire?

The situation is too familiar to rehearse. In the last quarter of the cen-
tury the new United States—a nation with a white population of less that
three million, without a single major city, and wholly lacking in those insti-
tutions of organized society or civilization so familiar in Europe—boasted
a galaxy of leaders who were quite literally incomparable: Franklin, Wash-
ington, Jefferson, Hamilton, John Adams, Samuel Adams, John Jay, James
Wilson, George Mason, Benjamin Rush, James Madison, and a dozen others
scarcely less distinguished.

What explains this remarkable outpouring of political leadership, this
fertility in the production of statesmen—a fertility unmatched since that day?
Was it an historical accident? Was it a peculiar response to the time or the
place, or to a combination of the two? Or was it a product of conditions and
attitudes that were cultivated and directed to calculated ends, and that can be
if not re-created at least paralleled in our time?10
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Such statements testify to the striking political wisdom and leadership
of American statesmen in the eighteenth century. What is not as often rec-
ognized is that the American people themselves were a remarkable group.
Historians have generally acknowledged the unusual political literacy of
the eighteenth century Americans, but because of their presumed lack
of formal education, this high political literacy has often been discounted
by the assumption that their beliefs were largely naive and ideological.
Fortunately, careful historical inquiry into the political discourses of eigh-
teenth century America has illuminated anew the depths at which the polit-
ical wisdom of the founding fathers ran simultaneously through the
general populace.

Bernard Bailyn has opened our eyes to the flood of political tracts and
treatises that washed across pre-revolutionary America.11 The sustained
success of these publications testifies that people were buying and reading
them. A contemporary observer remarked that in Massachusetts

knowledge, at least in its first degrees, is extensively diffused. Not a houses is
to be found in the most remote corners of the country where a newspaper is
not read; and there are few townships which do not possess a little library
formed and supported by subscription.12

Although it is true that formal education was beyond means of large num-
bers of Americans, the picture emerging today suggests that they were a
surprisingly literature people and that their intelligent and informed inter-
est in public affairs was extraordinary among eighteenth century societies.13

As significant as the political literacy of the people was, the strong spir-
itual foundations of colonial America were even more important. The
major thrust of American settlement came from English Puritans and this
Puritanism “provided the moral and religious background of fully 75 per
cent of people . . .”14 even as late as 1776. Transplanted to the free soil of
America, English Puritanism thrived and flourished; the Puritan interest in
democratic ideas and respect for English legal institutions typified Ameri-
can thought. But the Puritan political revolution was only a side effect of
the spiritual regeneration that lay at the heart of the movement.

. . . The Puritan demanded of himself—and of others—a reformation of
character, the rejection of idle recreation and vain display, and sober, obedi-
ent godliness. . . . The Puritan preacher sought nothing less that a new kind
of Englishman . . .[through] “a revolution of the saints.”15

Not all Americans were Puritans, but most colonists believed in the Refor-
mation teachings and felt a “calling” that made them “more serious, pur-
poseful, and responsible in both [their] civic and economic roles.”16 This
deep religiosity that linked the secular to the religious, created a respect for
law and social order which survived long after the guest for personal holi-
ness had been abandoned.17
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The radical theology of Puritanism was widely abandoned by the
Americans of the late eighteenth century, but “the values and precepts
derived from it, however, remained intact,”18 as characterized by the writ-
ings of political radicals through the Revolutionary period.

Two later developments in the spiritual and political outlook of the
Revolutionary generation need to be recognized. The religious revivals of
the Great Awakening, 1740–1790, prepared the common people to chal-
lenge constituted authorities and defend their precious liberties. They “also
intensified the general tendency of Reformed tradition . . . to set bounds on
the will of Kings and the arbitrary exercise of governmental power.”19 The
intellectual developments of the Enlightenment combined with this unique
religious background to produce new conceptions of freedom an equality
which “were woven into the very texture of American thinking” through
the discourses “of the nation’s Patriot heroes and Founding Fathers.”20 Any
arguments about new political institutions depended heavily on whatever
support they might derive from that unique moral and religious tradition
which distinguished America from every other nation on earth.

It is easy for us to recognize the hand of God in the raising up of a
group of luminaries, truly wise men who labored long to inform, persuade,
provoke, and lead the American people, first to independence and finally to
a happy Union. But we often forget the essential role that thousands of
unremembered Americans played in the invention of the political concepts,
institutions, and perceptions of an ideal society which distinguished the
final document. The actual drafters of the Constitution performed a miracu-
lous task. But it would been impossible without the understanding support
of their fellow countrymen and the rich and varied background of political
experimentation and discussion on the local level over the preceding decades.

Latter-day Saints have clear scriptural evidence for expecting some-
thing extraordinary from those who have come from foreign lands to settle
in America. Anciently, Lehi prophesied many things about this land and
the people who should come here:

Yea, the Lord hath covenanted this land unto me, and my children forever,
and also all those who should be led out other countries by the hand of the Lord.

Wherefore, I, Lehi, prophesy according o the working of the Spirit
which is in me, that there shall none come into this land save they shall be
brought by the hand of the Lord.

Wherefore, this land is consecrated unto him whom he shall bring. And if
it so be that they shall serve him according to the commandments which he
hath given, it shall be a land of liberty unto them . . . (2 Ne. 1:5–7. Italics added.)

The modern Americans referred to in this and other passages were a
select lot whose general devotion to liberty provided the seed-bed for our
remarkable Constitution. The written document only reflects the most
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self-conscious stage of a developmental process that had been under way
for generations in America. As the Americans struggled throughout the
colonial and Confederation periods to shape instruments of government
that would protect their individual liberties while effectively serving the
public interest, they experimented endlessly in the refinement of institu-
tions and principles which found their way, explicitly, into that summary
document. These early Americans were guided by certain principles and
ideals of government which they were trying to actualize and institutional-
ize, as they engaged in extensive experimentation at each level of colonial
government. The question is whether there was inspiration in this highly
decentralized evolutionary process.

Another Model for Inspiration

It has often observed that it is not entirely clear what is meant when
one says that the Constitution is inspired. No one claims that the authors
of the Constitution were prophets in the sense in which that word is used
to describe the men from whom we ordinarily accept scripture. Nor did the
Founding Fathers claim to be prophets. They did not claim to have seen
visions, nor to have received the Constitution in any supernatural way.21

Further, the records that we have of Federal Convention make it very clear
that it was not like a council meeting of Church leaders, with divinely con-
stituted priesthood authority present to make the decisions. And, the
actual phrasing that was eventually approved was the result of numerous
hard-fought compromises.22 Yet, if we take seriously the statements of the
prophets on the origins of the Constitution, we must recognize that its
development was divinely managed, even if in some less direct way.23

The Old Testament gives us an example of a society living by laws were
given directly to men by God. When the Lord appeared to Moses on the
mountain, “all the people saw the thunderings, and the lightings, and the
noise of the trumpet, and the mountain smoking” (Exodus 20:18). In addi-
tion to the Ten Commandments, Moses received at the same time numer-
ous detailed statutes to govern the daily life of the Israelites.24

The Book of Mormon provides the intermediate example of King
Mosiah, the prophet who proposed a new constitution without claiming a
detailed revelation. But we would not hesitate to call it an inspired arrange-
ment.25 In the case of the American Constitution, however, there was nei-
ther direct divine manifestation, nor were the principal actors prophets.
Yet, like the Lamanites, they may have been blessed with the Holy Ghost
and “knew it not” (3 Nephi 9:20).26

In our search for evidence of inspiration in the development of the
Constitution, we would do well to keep in mind a modern analogy. The
way in which the institutional devices and principles ultimately embodied
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in the Constitution developed over seventy years in American experience is
very similar to the development of the present welfare program and other
programs in the Church. From the very small beginning forty years ago,
the Church has now developed an extensive fully operational program to
help its poor. As with our Constitution, so also the emergence of this pro-
gram is marked most clearly by:

(1) an experimental approach whereby successful ideas tried on the
local level have eventually been incorporated into the structure of
the overall program. 

(2) a dogged loyalty to the fundament principles (such as that every
welfare recipient shall provide some service in exchange for the
commodities he receives, and that the service and commodities
shall, where practicable, be provided through labor of Church mem-
bers, and not by cash contribution alone), and

(3) a final crystallization by those authorized to establish general policies.

Members of the church would not hesitate to say that the present Wel-
fare Services is an inspired program. yet it was developed first by individu-
als who had specific Church responsibilities to fulfill and guiding
principles of love, industry, and self-respect to observe in the performance
of those assignments.27 As good and even inspired ideas came to these indi-
viduals, they were tried, found true, and adopted as part of the general
church program that is continually being organized and reorganized under
the leadership of men called and sustained to that responsibility. There is
inspiration both in the initiative of the individuals seeking to magnify their
specific Church callings and in the adoption and improvement of new pro-
grams by general Church leaders.

Other examples of similar inspiration include the youth programs, the
Church educational system, and the prospective elders program. Each is
inspired; each has undergone significant and continuing changes over the
past decade or more. Most of these changes arose initially where local
priesthood leaders felt impressed to adapt the general Church program to
their particular circumstances in keeping with their callings.28

Certainly there are numerous examples of inspired programs which
are simply handed down through the Church hierarchy, without prior exper-
imentation. And certainly many programs which arise experimentally in
stakes and wards are never adopted into the general Church program. Nev-
ertheless, this remains a very important kind of inspiration which may
have helped produce our “inspired Constitution.” The political history of
seventeenth and eighteenth century America shows that our Constitution
emerged from the efforts of a whole people to resolve the conflict between
individual liberty and political order, as well as from the creative pens of
individual draftsmen.29
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Limitation of Power as a Guiding Principle in the 
Evolution of Eighteenth Century American Political Order

Eighteenth century Americans were preoccupied with the threat of
arbitrary power. Their political energies were continually devoted to the
erection and protection of political and governmental devices designed to
protect them from the arbitrary wills of the officers of the crown and of
their fellow Americans. While on the one hand they were extremely proud
of the magnificent achievement of the mixed constitution of seventeenth
and eighteenth century England, they saw almost everywhere means by
which individuals in power could be corrupted, thus turning the govern-
ment power against the people in the interest of a few.

Political radicals in England since the time of the English Civil War had
voiced the dangers of power and corruption to the freedom of the individ-
ual. The second quarter of the eighteenth century saw the propaganda and
political analysis of this radical opposition transplanted wholesale to the
American colonies. The English radical writers—Sidney, Trenchard, Gor-
don, and Bolingbroke, among others—were extensively republished in the
colonies and were very popularly received. Their attack centered on the cor-
ruption of the constitution and the government by the crown and on the
corruption of the people and the times general. One leading historian has
marshaled what he describes as “profuse and unmistakable” evidence that
the “opposition vision of English politics, conveyed through these popular
opposition writers, was determinative of the political understanding of
eighteenth-century Americans.”30 The Americans universally accepted the
view of the English radical that 

man was by nature lustful, that he was utterly untrustworthy in power,
unable to control his passion for domination. The antinomy of power and
liberty was accepted as the central fact of politics, and with it the belief that
power was aggressive, liberty passive, and that the duty of free men was to
protect the latter and constrain the former. Threats to free government, it
was believed, lurked everywhere, but nowhere more dangerously than in the
designs of ministers in office to aggrandize power by the corrupt use of influ-
ence, and by this means ultimately to destroy the balance of the constitution.
Corruption, especially in the form of the manipulation and the bribery of the
Commons by the gift of places, pensions and sinecures, was as universal a cry
in the colonies as it was in England, and with it the same sense of despair at
the state of the rest of the world, the same belief that tyranny, already domi-
nant over most of the earth, was continuing to spread its menace and was
threatening even greatest bastion of liberty, England it self.31

The primary guiding principle of the Americans was that no Englishmen
(especially an American heir to the rights of Englishmen) should be sub-
jected to the arbitrary will of another man. Although they considered gov-
ernment to be necessary to protect individuals in the pursuit of property
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and happiness, they realized that it had been obviously perverted through-
out history to enable those in power to impose their wills on others. As the
founding fathers assumed that it was in the nature of all men to take advan-
tage of political office to increase their personal wealth and power, they
therefore developed institutional structures for the United States that were
designed to play off greed of one office holder against that of another. The
very point of the separation of powers and system of checks and balances
was to deny governmental officers the power to carry out schemes that
could enhance them personally to the detriment of the people.32 The limi-
tation of power was indeed the theme of much of the experimentation and
reasoning that led to the constitutional provisions. Whereas the mixed gov-
ernment of England theoretically met this function by balancing king,
lords, and commons, American society was not naturally divided this way,
and new institutional devices needed to be developed.33

The political experimentation in America during the first century and
a half of political experience was primarily oriented towards developing the
independence of the colonial legislatures. This independence was achieved
by a number of practical arrangements worked out between the legislatures
and the colonial governors, and not by any formal written constitutional
revisions. Many of the arrangements that the popularly elected legislatures
eventually forced on the king’s governors were actually illegal in terms of the
charters and constitutions under which the colonial governments operated.

Greene documents nicely how these developments came about in the
four southern colonies, showing that as in the other colonies, the lower
houses had achieved not only equality with the crown’s officers, but even
superiority to them.34 Although the formal documents had not been
rewritten to accommodate new arrangements, they became solidly estab-
lished in practice to resolve particular problems in ways that would be sat-
isfactory to the colonists. 

From the late 1600s to the Revolution, the colonial assemblies claimed
the rights that Parliament had won in England in its struggle with the Stu-
arts. these included the full right of local legislation, control over both taxes
and expenditures, the right to fix the qualifications of eligibility of House
members, the power to apportion legislative districts, freedom of debate,
immunity from arrest, and the right of the assemblies to choose their own
speakers. “In Britain, these privileges had been fully vindicated by the Glo-
rious Revolution, and in insisting upon them the colonial assemblies believed
that they were assuming he normal prerogatives of all sovereign legislative
bodies.”35 Of course, English officials were quick to oppose these claims,
arguing that colonial legislators were more dependent on royal discretion
and did not automatically enjoy the benefits gained by Parliament in the
Glorious Revolution. The success of colonial legislatures in imposing their
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control over taxation and expenditures, however, enabled them eventually
to establish all of their claims. “The victory over the purse string, recapitulat-
ing as it did a like victory by the House of Commons over the Crown, was
tremendous importance in the growth of colonial internal autonomy.”36

The ideal of legislative independence in the colonial assemblies was
never compatible with the ideals of centralized administration of the empire
that were long held by London officials. By the 1760s when the Crown decided
to pursue more strictly its ideal of an efficiently-organized empire, it was
too late. The Americans regarded their new independence and privileges as
constitutional in every way, and saw the attempts of the British govern-
ment to resurrect centralized colonial administration as an attempt to deny
them their constitutional rights as Englishmen37 and enslave them.38 Small
wonder that with the success of the Revolution the thirteen states agreed on
a form of national government which exalted above all things the indepen-
dence of the state legislatures. This outstanding feature of the Articles of
Confederation appeared to be the realization of the spoken and unspoken,
recognized and unrecognized objectives of generations of Americans.

But the Union was barely born before the inadequacies of that first
constitution became apparent. The jealous state legislatures had allowed
the central government no power tax and thereby finance centralized func-
tions. Furthermore, no power was conceded to the central government by
which it might exercise regulation over commerce or the economy. The
statutes that the Confederation might adopt were unenforceable, as there
was no recognized supremacy in its statutes over the statutes of any partic-
ular state. There was no central judiciary by which residents of one state
might seek redress in the courts of another. There was no central executive,
and this resulted in considerable disunity. The states were virtually sover-
eign and could go their own way whenever they disagreed with a majority
vote of Congress. There was no federal mechanism which could settle dis-
putes arising between state and national authorities. There was no popular
representation in the national congress, each state having equal representa-
tion regardless of size or population. Finally, the jealousy of the states was
again emphasized in the crippling amendment procedure which required
unanimous assent. The adoption of the Articles of Confederation in the
first place had apparently been dependent on this absolute control by each
state over any future change in that arrangement.

These defects were soon generally recognized.39 Consequently, the short
career of the Confederation was marked by continued experimentation and
theoretical discussion on both the state and national levels, which in turn gen-
erated many of the political ideas and institutional devices that were even-
tually embodied in the Constitution. As one prominent historian observed:

No matter how much the members might talk about democracy in theory or
about ancient confederacies, when it came to action they did go outside of
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their own experience. The Constitution was devised to correct well-known
defects and contained few provisions which had not been tested by practical
experience. Before the Convention met, some of the leading men in the
country had prepared lists of the defects which existed in the Articles of Con-
federation, and in the Constitution, practically every one of these defects was
corrected, and by means which had already been tested in the States and
under the Articles of Confederation.40

Other constitutional historians have summarized the same point as follows:

The [colonial] era closed with the ratification of the Constitution, a doc-
ument embodying the political experience of the preceding two centuries.41

Some Latter-day Saints seem to take the prophetic teaching that the
Constitution was inspired as a reason for insisting that the original docu-
ment was a final achievement, which should never be modified or revised.
This seems clearly mistaken. First, the Constitution condoned slavery, a
practice rejected in modern scripture.42 But of course the Union of 1787
would not have been politically possible with a strong antislavery clause.
Other defects of the original document were once outlined by Joseph
Smith.43 Second, the original document itself provides a formal amending
procedure, which was promptly used to adopt the Bill of Rights. Third,
serious students of the Constitution find that one of the greatest strengths
of the document, which has enabled it to weather the shifting tides of
American politics, ideologies, and social change is its vagueness and ambi-
guity in many key passages.44 One may object to some of the fruits of this
tradition of constitutional interpretation, without denying its importance
to constitutional vitality. Fourth, the idea of a fixed and unchangeable
Constitution seems inconsistent with the experimental origins of the doc-
ument. The Americans of the nineteenth century were experimentalist in
government, and the Constitution was their grand experiment. But it was
not designed to end all experiments. Brigham Young explicitly recognized
all this when he taught:

The signers of the Declaration of Independence and the framers of the
Constitution were inspired from on high to do that work. But was that which
was given to them perfect, not admitting of any addition whatever? No; for if
men know anything, they must know that the Almighty has never yet found
a man in mortality that was capable, at the first intimation, at the first
impulse, to receive anything in a state of entire perfection. They laid the
foundation, and it was for after generations to rear the superstructure upon
it. It is a progressive, a gradual work.45

Society under the Constitution is not static; it can develop increased or
decreased respect for its basic principles. The original document was flex-
ible enough to absorb shifts in either direction. the subsequent elimination
of slavery certainly represented a shift that was already taking place in the
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views of the American public in the direction of increased liberty. However,
the example of growing economic and other regulation in the twentieth
century seems to signal a dwindling commitment to rule of law, not simply
because it is economic regulation, but because this regulation in the twen-
tieth century seems to have been shaped more by political considerations
of the moment.46

The Rule of Law

The Constitution (and its authors) assume the rule of law as essential
to a fee society. The point of the rule of law is to enable individuals to pur-
sue their own ends, without fear of being frustrated by impositions of the
arbitrary will of others. F.A. Hayek has explained how man can be free and
ruled by law:

Provided that I know beforehand that if I place myself in a particular
position I shall be coerced and provided that I can avoid putting myself in
such a position, I need never be coerced. At least insofar as the rules provid-
ing for coercion are not aimed at me personally but are so framed as to apply
equally to all people in similar circumstances, they are no different from any
of the natural obstacles that affect my plans. In that they tell me what will
happen if I do this or that laws of the state have the same significance for me
as the laws nature; and I can use my knowledge of the laws of the state to
achieve my own aims as I use my knowledge of the laws of nature.47

Legal philosophers traditionally contrast this notion of rule of law with
the rule of men, which is more is common in human societies. The point is
that individuals are free in a system where all men are ruled by the same
laws according to their common agreement; men are not free when they
are subject to the whims an discretionary commands of human rules. The
authors of the American Constitution were extremely sensitive to the latter
possibility and built into this document every possible safeguard—or to
use Madison’s phrase, every “auxiliary precaution”—against the encroach-
ments of tyranny. 

To operate fully in all dimensions a society’s legal experience the rule
of law must be attended by a number of supporting principles—all of
which have been recognized to some degree in Anglo-American law. F.A.
Hayek and Lon Fuller find an implicit set of rules that must be observed by
a society and its government if, in fact, rule of law is to be preserved.48

These conditions include the requirements (1) that laws be general, apply-
ing equally to all members of society, including those who enact or enforce
the law; (2) that laws never apply retroactive penalties; (3) that all laws be
enacted publicly, never in secret; (4) that the Judges be independent of the
other branches of government; (5) that administrators not be allowed dis-
cretion in applying the law to individuals; and (6) that free individual
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activity can only be limited by general rules applying equally to all. These
metalegal rules are in most cases general characterizations of specific limi-
tations placed on government, especially in Anglo-American legal history.49

The rule of law not guarantee economic security, social status, or even
minimal happiness to anyone. Thus it should not be confused either with
the utopian scheme of the worldly philosophers or the divine outline of the
City of God. Recognizing the human impossibility of the former and the
present lack of the latter, the authors of our Constitution wisely selected as
their guiding principle the rule of law which guarantees us nothing more
than the absence of arbitrary coercion. Of course, the rule of law does not
imply any general prohibition against affirmative government action in the
protection of individuals or in pursuit of the general welfare. Rather it simply
marks out certain limits to the use of any governmental coercion. Nothing
is guaranteed to us except the freedom to pursue our objectives by our own
individual or group efforts within certain constitutional limits. this seems
to be the same point Hugh Nibley was making when he said:

The best of human laws leaves every man free to engage in his own pursuit of
happiness, without presuming for a moment to tell him where that happiness
lies; that the very thing the laws of God can guarantee. At best, the political
prize is negative.50

The rule of law does nothing more than restrict governmental coer-
cion to those special cases in which certain formal criteria are met. Stu-
dents of liberty often disagree on the adequacy of the formal rule by itself.
Some believe that the formal principle of rule of law needs support in con-
stitutional declarations of certain inviolable substantive freedoms, such as
freedom of religion, freedom of the press, an rights to trial by jury. The
authors of the Constitution had chosen to omit such declarations of sub-
stantive rights for fear that future courts might treat such a list as exhaus-
tive.51 As Hamilton and others persuaded their brethren in Philadelphia,
the Constitution was designed to set out the limits of governmental power,
not to limit freedoms of the people.52

But Madison spoke for the eventual majority who preferred some
explicit constitutional status for those key liberties that Englishmen had
won from their king over the preceding centuries. He recognized Hamil-
ton’s argument that Americans would have no king to worry about. But he
felt insufficient attention had been given to the fact that in a democracy

the invasion of private rights is chiefly to be apprehended, not from acts of Gov-
ernment contrary to the sense of its constituents, but from acts in which the
Government is the instrument of the major number of the Constituents.53

Madison’s view was widely shared, and it was only by promising to imme-
diately append a Bill of Rights that the Federalists were able to obtain rati-
fication in several states.
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It is also important to note that the rule of law is a metalegal principle.
That means it cannot be legislated or enacted as a safeguard for freedom,
because anything that can be written into the law can be deleted from the
law. Rather, to be operative in any political society, the rule of law must
spring from a moral consensus of the people. It must not only be an
assumption of the Constitution but of the people governed by the Consti-
tution.54 It was thus crucial to the establishment of the Constitution and
the rule of law in America that the population have a special character, that
is, that it be selected for its love of liberty and be raised up with devotion to
the rule of law.

The obvious problem is that there is no way to enforce liberty. Being
free entails absence of coercion. Consequently, a legal system can only pro-
vide freedom for a population that will voluntarily espouse the principles
of liberty. Without this there could be no liberty, but only force. There are
numerous examples of developing countries that have admired the Amer-
ican Constitution, adopted its form of government and still lapsed into
dictatorships. The usual explanation is that the political culture lacked tra-
ditional commitment to “the rights of Englishmen,” as it were, thus robbing
the constitutional form of its vital force. A contemporary reaffirmation of
this view is given to us Russia’s Alexander Solzhenitsyn, who sees the lack
of love for liberty or traditional respect for the principles of rule of law among
his people as a major reason for their failure to resist the mass imprison-
ment of innocent citizens that has continued over the last fifty years.55 In an
age of revolution the Americans were the only ones to exercise restrained
sovereignty, stepping back to be ruled by their own legal creation. R. R.
Palmer concluded that this approach was “distinctively American.”

European thinkers, in all their discussion of political or social contract,
of government by consent of sovereignty of the people, had not clearly
imagined the people as actually contriving a constitution and creating
the organs of government. They lacked the idea of a people as a constituent
power.56

The rule of law guarantees a people freedom to pursue their own ends
without constraint from the arbitrary will of others, a guarantee which also
enables men to assume moral responsibility for their own actions. A close
reading of Section 101 of the Doctrine and Covenants suggests that the
Constitution and the laws of America are acceptable before the Lord pre-
cisely because the are “established according to just and holy principles”
(D&C 101:77; italics added). And what is the effect of these principles? The
same as the effect of the rule of law!

That every man may act in doctrine and principle pertaining to futurity,
according to the moral agency which I have given unto him, that every man
may be accountable for his own sins in the day of judgment. (D&C 101:78)
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This verse seems to echo the common sentiment that men are morally
responsible for their acts only when they are free from the arbitrary com-
pulsion of others. Thus a man is only responsible for his own sins (or acts
of righteousness) when he is free to “act in doctrine and principle pertain-
ing to futurity,” that is, when the future consequence of his acts can be rea-
sonably predicted in the light of previous experience and known rules,
without being governed arbitrarily by the will of others. But this means
that the rule of law is at the least functionally equivalent to the “just and
holy principles referred to in the scripture. The same principle which
makes men responsible for their own sins, also makes them free to pursue
wealth or happiness in any other form. An inspired constitution embracing
that principle could be established by the hands of “wise men” whose
motives might vary dramatically from the motives of righteous prophets.
Yet each gets the results he desires.57

Just as it necessary to devise a substantially new institutional device to
preserve the ancient rights and liberties of Englishmen in the new and
unique egalitarian society of eighteenth century America, so we might find
that other forms of government could well be established “according to just
and holy principles” in nations with different political cultures or compo-
sitions. King Benjamin proved that all the requirements of the rule of law
could be met in a righteous monarchy. His successors went on to establish
a government composed only of elected Judges which proved able to pre-
serve the same principles for several generations. Another Book of Mor-
mon prophet saw exactly the same principles as essential, combining in
one statement the ends of moral responsibility and personal freedom as
achievements of good law. As Mosiah writes:

. . . I command you to do these things, and that ye have no king, that if
these people commit sins and iniquities they shall be answered upon their
own heads.

For behold I say unto you, the sins of many people have been caused by
the iniquities of their king; therefore their iniquities are answered upon the
heads of their kings.

And now I desire that this inequality should be no more in this land,
especially among this people; but I desire that this land be a land of liberty,
and every man enjoy his rights and privileges alike. . . . (Mosiah 29:30–32,
37–39)

Liberty Dependent on Morality

The inspired principles in the Constitution are the principles of the rule
of law which, if preserved, guarantee liberty to every man. These principles
are assumed in the Constitution because they had come to be assumed by
Americans generally, as they struggled through several generations to find
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institutional safeguards for the liberty that they prized so highly. Many the-
oreticians of law and politics have rejected such a tenuous and fragile basis
for a nation’s freedom. They dream of constitutional arrangements based
on clear liberation principles which would maximize individual liberty
whether or not the people understood or supported the basic principles.
Their objection does raise the important secondary problem of preserving
the liberty we have obtained.

The early Americans themselves recognized the necessity of “public
virtue” for the continuing security of their liberty. As a recent prize-
winning history summarizes:

In a monarchy, each man’s desire to do what is right in his own eyes
could be restrained by fear or force. In a Republic, however, each man must
somehow be persuaded to submerge his personal wants into the greater good
of the whole. This willingness of the individual to sacrifice his private interest
for the good of the community—such patriotism or love of country—the
eighteenth century termed public virtue. A republic was such a delicate polity
precisely because it demanded such an extraordinary moral character in the
people. Every state in which the people participated needed a degree of
virtue; but a republic which rested solely on the people absolutely required it,
although a particular structural arrangement of the government in a repub-
lic might temper the necessity for public virtue, ultimately no model of gov-
ernment whatever can equal the importance of this principle, nor afford
proper safety and security without it.

Without some portion of this generous principle, anarchy and confu-
sion would immediately ensue. The jarring interest of individuals, regarding
themselves only, and indifferent to the welfare of others would still further
heighten the distressing scene, and with the assistance of the selfish passions,
it would end in the ruin and subversion of the state. The eighteenth century
mind was thoroughly convinced that a popularly based government “cannot
be supported without virtue.” Only with a public-spirited, self-sacrificing
people would the authority of a popularly elected rule be obeyed, but “more
by the virtue of the people than by the terror of his power.” Because virtue is
truly the lifeblood of the republic, the thoughts and hopes surrounding the
concept of public spirit gave the Revolution its socially radical character—an
expected alteration in the very behavior of the people “laying the foundation
in a constitution, not without or over, but within the subjects.58

This teaching is appropriately extended by King Benjamin’s warning:

Now it is not common that the voice of the people desireth anything
contrary to that which is right; but it is common for the lesser part of the
people to desire that which is not right; therefore, this shall ye observe and
make it your law—to do your business by the voice of the people. 

And if the time comes that the voice of the people doth choose iniquity,
then is the time that the judgments of God will come upon you; yea, then is
the time he will visit you with great destruction even as he has hitherto visited
this land. (Mosiah 29:26–27)
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The Constitution and the Saints

No matter what happens with the rest of the gentiles, if the Latter-day
Saints are righteous and love liberty, the Constitution will be preserved
among them, and as liberty declines elsewhere, it will shine forth more
brightly among them as a beacon, drawing the honest in heart and lovers
of liberty from all the earth to Zion. As John Taylor prophesied in 1879,

We have got establish a government upon the principle of righteous-
ness, justice, truth and equality and not according to the many false notions
that exist among men. And then the day is not far distant when this nation
will be shaken from centre to circumference. And now, you may write it
down, any of you, and I will prophesy it in the name of God. And then will be
fulfilled that prediction to be found in one of the revelations given through
the Prophet Joseph Smith. Those who will not take up their sword to fight
against their neighbor must needs flee to Zion for safety. And they will come,
saying, we do not known anything of the principles of your religion, but we
perceive that you are an honest community; you administer justice and right-
eousness, and we want to live with you and receive the protection of your
laws, but as for your religion we will talk about that some other time. Will we
protect such people? Yes, all honorable men. When the people shall have torn
to shreds the Constitution of United States the Elders of Israel will be found
holding it up to the nations of earth, and proclaiming liberty and equal rights
to all men, and extending the hand of fellowship to the oppressed of all
nations. This is part the programme, and as long as we do what is right and
fear God, he will help us and stand by us under all circumstances59

The eighteenth century radicals that perpetrated the American Revo-
lution were often highly respected men of substance and were widely
regarded as moral leaders in their communities. They were usually leaders
in the popular party serving as elected representatives in assemblies and
other posts of public trust. Their radical creed was characterized by a deep
and passionate opposition to arbitrary and uncontrolled government—by
a love of liberty, as it has usually been called. We have been warned by con-
temporary prophets not to associate ourselves with the rhetoric or political
tactics of modern radicals of the left or the right, who also wave their flags
of liberty. This might seem inconsistent unless we recognize that being a
radical does not entail adherence to any particular political doctrine. Rather,
it refers to the depth and degree of commitment. The radicals of the left
today seek freedom from social and material deprivation through the
application of government power. On the right, according to your prefer-
ences in political taxonomy, we have either those liberations who would go
far beyond the classically liberal view a of the founding fathers in restrict-
ing the role of government, or those reactionaries who would be willing to
invoke arbitrarily the power of government to reshape moral society in
their own image. Modern prophets seem to reject both the reactionary and
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radical left views. And in clearly recognizing a positive role for limited gov-
ernment, they refuse to join the libertarians. Like those wise men who
forged our Constitution they speak out for integrity in public affairs, pro-
tection of the rights of individuals from arbitrary government interference,
and for loyalty to that constitutional system which has been so successful in
securing to us our freedoms in the past. As we seek to teach our children to
love and appreciate their liberty, we would in the contemporary context
emphasize the virtues of our constitutional system, the need to protect and
repair it as necessary, and the importance of holding public officials to
strict standards of integrity, allowing no man to stand above the law. Per-
haps the most important things we can do to preserve our constitution and
our liberty are first to learn to understand and love liberty ourselves and
then to teach our children and our fellow citizens these same things.60

Indeed we might do well to follow the exportation of young Abraham Lin-
coln who urged his hearers to make love of liberty and the respect for law
“the political religion of the nation.61

The Book of Mormon teaches that our continued liberty in this land
depends on our obedience to Christ’s commandments. Therefore, we can
make our most important contribution to the preservation of national lib-
erty by calling on our nation to repent and come unto Christ. The Consti-
tution of the United states is seriously threatened by the widespread lack of
understanding of and loyalty to its fundamental principles. If modern
Americans, who have received their constitutional heritage as a free gift,
can be helped to understand and support it with the same fervor as have
many generations of immigrants, we will have no need to fear for the future.

Noel B. Reynolds is associate professor of philosophy at Brigham Young University.
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